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Local News 

 
Petroleum queues: No need for panic buying, says NNPC 

Petrol queues surfaced in parts of Abuja on Monday evening and intensified on Tuesday morning. Click 

here to read more. 

 
Low passenger volume as domestic flights resume fully 

Domestic flights have resumed at Nigeria’s busiest airport, the Murtala Mohammed Airport, Lagos, but on a 

slow start. Click here to read more. 

 

Equity market begins with week N42bn gain 

Nigerian equity market on Monday sustained its positive outlook as the overall performance measures, 

NSE ASI and market capitalisation rose further by 0.28 per cent. Click here to read more. 
 

FG to install one million electricity meters – Minister 

The Federal Government on Monday said it would install at least one million meters in the residents of 

unmetered electricity consumers before the end of this year. Click here to read more. 

 

 

Company News 

 
Guinness assures shareholders of return to profitability 

Guinness Nigeria Plc has assured its shareholders of a determined return to profitability after COVID-19-

induced disruptions caused an adverse decline in revenue at the financial year-end. Click here to read 

more. 

 
Universal Insurance pays N1.2bn claims 

Universal Insurance Plc says it paid N1.2bn as claims to its policyholders who suffered losses in five years. Click 

here to read more. 

 

 

International News 

 
Future of UK aerospace 'in doubt' without EU deal 

The future of the UK's £34bn aerospace sector is at risk if ministers do not reach a deal with the European 

Union over the mutual recognition of parts, the aviation trade body ADS says. Click here to read more. 
 
Trump takes Supreme Court victory lap while deceiving nation over worsening pandemic 

President Donald Trump claimed a place in history Monday when Amy Coney Barrett's 

confirmation secured a dominant conservative majority on the Supreme Court, but the pomp of his victory 

lap could not disguise the reality of a pandemic that has placed his presidency in deep peril a week 

before the election. Click here to read more. 
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